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Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) is an efficacious treatment for
post-traumatic stress disorder. In EMDR, patients recall a distressing memory and simultaneously make eye movements (EM). Both tasks are considered to require limited working
memory (WM) resources. Because this leaves fewer resources available for memory
retrieval, the memory should become less vivid and less emotional during future recall.
In EMDR analogue studies, a standardized procedure has been used, in which participants
receive the same dual task manipulation of 1 EM cycle per second (1 Hz). From a WM
perspective, the WM taxation of the dual task might be titrated to the WM taxation of
the memory image. We hypothesized that highly vivid images are more affected by high
WM taxation and less vivid images are more affected by low WM taxation. In study 1, 34
participants performed a reaction time task, and rated image vividness, and difficulty of
retrieving an image, during five speeds of EM and no EM. Both a high WM taxing frequency
(fast EM; 1.2 Hz) and a low WM taxing frequency (slow EM; 0.8 Hz) were selected. In study
2, 72 participants recalled three highly vivid aversive autobiographical memory images
(n = 36) or three less vivid images (n = 36) under each of three conditions: recall + fast EM,
recall + slow EM, or recall only. Multi-level modeling revealed a consistent pattern for all
outcome measures: recall + fast EM led to less emotional, less vivid and more difficult
to retrieve images than recall + slow EM and recall only, and the effects of recall + slow
EM felt consistently in between the effects of recall + fast EM and recall only, but only
differed significantly from recall + fast EM. Crucially, image vividness did not interact with
condition on the decrease of emotionality over time, which was inconsistent with the prediction. Implications for understanding the mechanisms of action in memory modification
and directions for future research are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Trauma-exposed individuals may suffer from distressing and
intrusive memories of their traumatic experience and some even
develop post-traumatic stress disorder [PTSD; (1)]. Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) is a psychological
treatment for PTSD, and its efficacy is comparable to cognitive
behavioral therapy (2, 3). A key aspect of EMDR is that the patient
makes bilateral eye movements (EM) during the retrieval of traumatic memory images. Empirical research has confirmed that this
dual-task approach reduces the image vividness and emotional
intensity of an aversive memory, both in healthy persons and in
patients with PTSD [for a meta-analysis, see Ref. (4)]. Note that
in EMDR analogue studies, a standard “dose” is typically used:
EM with a speed of 1 cycle per second (1 Hz), in sets of 24 s

Abbreviations: EM, eye movements; EMDR, eye movement desensitization and
reprocessing; RO, recall only; WM, working memory.
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[e.g., Ref. (5)]. This presumes that patients and aversive memories respond equally well to the same dual-task manipulation.
Recent insights from experimental studies challenge the efficacy
of this standardized procedure [e.g., Ref. (6–8)]. Therefore, the
aim of the current research was to test whether titration based on
image vividness enhances the effects of dual-task manipulation on
aversive memories.
A range of experimental studies provides support for a working
memory (WM) account to explain how EM decrease the image
vividness and emotional intensity of negative memories [for an
overview, see Ref. (8)]. More specifically, holding an emotional
memory image in mind and performing EM will both tax the limited resources of WM (6, 9). Consequently, competition between
these tasks should impair retrieval of the image with its accompanied details and emotions, and result in immediate decreased
image vividness and emotional intensity of the memory before its
return to long-term store. A laboratory model has been used to
critically test this WM account. In this model, participants recall a
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negative memory image with or without simultaneously making
EM. Image vividness and emotional intensity are measured before
and after this intervention. Studies with healthy participants have
shown that recall + EM decreases the vividness and/or emotionality of the recalled memory image, while recall without EM [recall
only (RO)] does not (8). This effect has been replicated with other
cognitively demanding tasks, such as counting backwards (10),
attentional breathing (11), drawing a complex figure (6), and playing the computer game Tetris (12). Furthermore, it has not only
been found for mental images of adverse past events, but also for
mental images of imagined, aversive future events [e.g., Ref. (13)].
As predicted, tasks that barely tax WM, such as passively listening
to sounds, are less effective than more cognitively demanding tasks
[e.g., Ref. (14)]. These studies suggest that any dual-task that sufficiently taxes WM may decrease the vividness and/or emotionality
of the recalled memory image.
Although many studies have shown that various dual-tasks
affect emotional memory images, less is known about boundary
conditions and optimization of the dual-task manipulation. The
degree to which competition will occur between the WM load
of the memory image and the WM load of the dual task partly
depends on a person’s WM capacity. Individuals with a large WM
capacity are expected to be relatively proficient in performing tasks
simultaneously (multitasking). Because there will be less competition between the two tasks (memory image recall and dual task)
for them, compared to individuals with a low WM capacity, the
effects on memory image should be smaller. Evidence for a correlation between WM capacity and memory effects comes from
a study by Gunter and Bodner (6) who found medium negative
correlations between automated reading span scores – an indicator of WM span – and decreases of vividness and emotionality
within the recall + EM condition. This finding was replicated by
two other studies that showed that individual differences in WM
span are negative related to beneficial effects of dual taxation of
memory image recall + WM taxing: the larger the WM span, the
smaller the benefits of recall + WM taxing (11, 15). To test the feasibility of the WM theory, Maxfield et al. (7) manipulated the speed
of EM. As predicted, they found that fast EM (1.25 Hz) resulted in
larger decreases in image vividness and emotional intensity than
slow EM (1 Hz), and both EM conditions led to larger decreases
than a control condition. The authors argue that fast EM are more
difficult to perform (i.e., they are more taxing), which leads to
larger effects on memory images. Although this is plausible, the
actual WM load of the two speeds of EM was not measured. Also,
the stimulus presentation was a repetition of short intervals of
dual-task manipulation (left-right-left appearance of a stimulus).
One could argue that this procedure tested the capability of task
switching, rather than ongoing dual-task performance.
Contrary to the prediction that the higher the WM load of the
dual task, the larger the dual-task manipulation effects, Gunter
and Bodner (6) hypothesized that this relationship may not be
linear. A task that is slightly taxing may not disrupt the memory
image enough, and a task that is overly taxing might preclude holding the memory image in mind, thereby preventing competition
effects. Therefore, they proposed an inverted U-shape function. In
other words, too little or too much WM taxing may lead to smaller
effects than WM taxing that is intermediate. This was tested and

partially confirmed by Engelhard et al. (10), who found an inverted
U-shape function for emotionality, but not for vividness. Participants recalled a negative memory image and performed one of
four arithmetic tasks: exposure alone, or exposure with “simple”
subtraction,“intermediate”subtraction, or“complex”subtraction.
Prior to the memory experiment, the WM taxation of the four tasks
was assessed using a discriminative reaction time (RT) task and
the results indicated that the subtraction tasks indeed increasingly
taxed the WM, with simple subtraction taxing WM the least and
complex subtraction taxing the most. In line with the inverted
U-shape hypothesis, emotional intensity of the memory image
decreased more after recall during simple or intermediate subtraction than when after recall during complex subtraction or no
subtraction. Results for vividness were in the expected direction,
but were not significant. Variation was larger for vividness ratings
than for emotionality ratings, and this latter may have caused the
difference between the dependent variables. To sum up, research
indicated that the WM load of that dual task is related to the
effectiveness of the intervention, and that this relation presumably follows an inverted U-shape function. It is unclear, however,
whether these effects are translated to various speeds of EM.
From a theoretical perspective, the effectiveness of the dual-task
manipulation depends not only on the WM load of the dual task,
but also on its interaction with the WM load of the memory. The
WM load of the memory may be affected by variation in memory image vividness: highly vivid images are presumed to tax the
WM more than less vivid images (16). Obviously, the degree of
image vividness of aversive memories varies between individuals
who have experienced the same situation and within one individual over time. These variations in image vividness may therefore
influence the variation in WM load. According to the inverted Ushape hypothesis, if a memory image is highly vivid, a relative low
degree of taxing WM by the dual task may produce insufficient
blurring. Conversely, if the memory image is less vivid, strong
WM taxing may preclude memory recall. Therefore, in order to
maximize memory effects, the WM theory implies that there is a
need for titration: highly vivid memories require a relatively high
WM load and less vivid memories a lower load.
The current study used the WM framework to investigate the
interaction between the WM load of the memory image and the
WM load of the dual task. In study 1, we examined the WM load
of five different speeds of EM. We hypothesized that faster EM
are more taxing. This study resulted in the selection of two conditions: fast EM and slow EM. In study 2, participants recalled three
highly vivid distressing memory images or three distressing memory images that were less vivid. These memories were randomized
to each of three conditions: recall + fast EM, recall + slow EM, or
RO. We predicted that (1) relative to RO, both EM conditions result
in memory images that are less emotional, less vivid, and more difficult to retrieve, and more importantly (2) highly vivid memory
images benefit more from fast than slow EM during recall, while
less vivid memory images benefit more from slow than fast EM
during recall.
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STUDY 1: WM TAXATION OF DIFFERENT SPEEDS OF EM
In order to select two speeds of EM that significantly differ in WM
taxation, we tested the WM load of different speeds of EM in a
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within-subjects design. Participants performed a discrimination
RT task during the performance of six tasks: five different speeds
of EM and no EM. Slower RTs indicate the degree of taxation (17).
In addition, participants were asked to hold six well-known images
in mind (e.g., “your own kitchen”), while carrying out the same
six tasks, and rated the vividness and difficulty to hold an image in
mind during each task. We included vividness and difficulty ratings to test whether participants were still able to recall an image
while simultaneously making the EM. We hypothesized that EM
are more taxing than no EM, and that faster EM are more taxing
than slower EM, resulting in larger RTs.

Speed matters in memory modification

The well-known mental images were the participant’s kitchen,
bathroom, bed, wardrobe, front door, and bicycle. Latin-square
counterbalancing was used to order the sequence of these six
images.
Design and data analyses

Participants were recruited through advertisements at Utrecht
University and the University of Applied Sciences (Hogeschool
Utrecht), located at the same campus. Thirty-six participants (8
men, 28 women, M age = 21.89, SD = 2.08) were tested, using no
exclusion criteria. Two participants were removed from analyses
due to technical problems. Participants received course credit or
financial compensation for participation.

To test the WM taxation of the various speeds of EM, relative to no
EM, a repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with speed of EM as within-subjects factor and average RT
as outcome measure. The first and last beeps were excluded from
the calculation of the average RT, to exclude potential transition
delays. Differences in vividness and difficulty of holding an image
in mind between conditions were analyzed by two repeated measures ANOVAs with speed of EM as within-subjects factor and
vividness or difficulty as outcome measure. Alpha levels of 0.05
were used; they were one-tailed for tests crucial to the hypothesis. For small violations of sphericity, the degrees of freedom
of the F -distribution were corrected with either Green–Geisser
(0.70 ≥ ε < 0.75) or Huynh–Feldt corrections (ε ≥ 0.75). More
severe violations (0.70 < ε) were corrected using a multivariate
test statistic (Pillai-Bartlett trace; V ).

Materials and procedure

RESULTS

Participants were seated in front of a computer screen with a
screen resolution of 1280 × 1024 at a distance of approximately
45 cm. OpenSesame 2.8.3 (18) was used to present stimuli. First,
the low tone and high tone 1 s beeps (44.1 kHz) of the discrimination RT task were introduced. Beeps were administered to both
ears through headphones using a constant volume. Participants
pressed the z-key with their left index finger for low beeps and
the /-key with their right index finger for high beeps. Beeps were
presented randomly with a mean stimulus-onset asynchrony of
2.6 s (SD = 0.4). After a practice trial of 10 beeps, the experiment started. Participants were asked to categorize 20 low and
20 high beeps with or without making EM. In the EM conditions,
a white 20 pixel dot appeared in the middle of a black screen and
moved horizontally from side-to-side, with a movement amplitude of 461 pixel. The EM conditions had speeds of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,
1.0, and 1.2 Hz (number of left-right-left cycles per second). Participants in the EM conditions were instructed to keep their head
still and follow the dot with their eyes, and participants in the
no EM were instructed to look at the middle of the screen (no
dot was shown). The experimenter sat next to the participant and
checked whether the EM were in accordance to the manipulation.
If needed, the experimenter shortly repeated the instruction. In all
conditions, the task was presented for a period of 106.6 s, adjusted
to the average total time of beeps plus one (41 s × 2.6 s). The order
of the speed of EM was randomly assigned, but each participant
completed all six conditions.
To test whether participants were still able to recall a mental
image while they simultaneously made EM, participants received
the same condition again immediately after the RT trial, but
instead of responding to beeps, they were instructed to simultaneously hold a well-known image in mind as vividly as possible.
After 24 s, participants rated the vividness and difficulty of that
image during manipulation on a visual analog scale (VAS), ranging from 0 (not vivid/difficult at all) to 100 (very vivid/difficult ).

The average RT varied significantly across conditions, V = 0.48,
F (5, 29) = 5.40, p = 0.001, η2p = 0.48 (see Figure 1). Pairwise
comparisons showed that all EM conditions during the RTT
yielded increased RTs compared to no EM, range M dif = 60–100,
ps < 0.001. Furthermore, simple contrasts indicated that RTs in
the fastest condition (1.2 Hz) were significantly greater than in
the 0.8 Hz EM condition, F (1, 33) = 4.50, p = 0.02, η2p = 0.12, or
1.0 Hz EM condition, F (1, 33) = 4.22, p = 0.03, η2p = 0.11. The
average number of correct items was high (M range = 36–37 out of
39) and did not differ between the conditions.
Average vividness scores differed between conditions, F (5,
29) = 11.42, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.26 (see Figure 2). Pairwise comparisons showed that all EM conditions decreased the vividness of the
image compared with no EM, M dif = 15–31, ps < 0.002. The relation between WM taxation and vividness indicated a clear negative
linear relationship: vividness decreased as WM taxation increased.
Difficulty retrieving the image while performing the dual-task

Participants
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FIGURE 1 | Mean reaction times (ms) and SEs for the different speeds
of EM and no EM.
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final sample consisted of 72 participants (22 male, 50 female,
M age = 22.40, SD = 3.81). They were randomly assigned to one
of two groups: “highly vivid memories,” n = 36; “less vivid memories,” n = 36. Participants received course credit or financial
compensation.
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FIGURE 2 | Mean VAS scores and SEs for vividness and difficulty for
the different speeds of EM and no EM.

differed between the conditions, F (3.58, 118.15) = 9.25, p < 0.001,
η2p = 0.22 (see Figure 2). Pairwise comparisons showed that it
increased for all EM conditions compared with no EM, M dif = 16–
29, ps < 0.002. Simple contrasts indicated that for both vividness
and difficulty ratings, the 1.2 Hz EM condition differed significantly from the 0.8 and 1.0 Hz condition, ps < 0.05. The highest
speed (1.2 Hz) resulted in a mean vividness of 45.20 (SD = 26.46)
and mean difficulty of 51.90 (SD = 27.91).
DISCUSSION STUDY 1 AND INTRODUCTION STUDY 2

In line with previous research [e.g., Ref. (11)], all EM conditions
resulted in slower RTs compared to no EM, indicating that performing EM indeed taxes WM. Between the EM conditions, EM
of 1.2 Hz produced more WM taxation, lower image vividness,
and higher difficulty to retrieve the image during manipulation
compared to EM of 0.8 and 1.0 Hz. The 0.8 and 1.0 Hz conditions
did not differ from each other on any of the outcome measurements. Since 1.0 Hz is the standard EM speed in EMDR, this could
be considered an “intermediate” speed of EM. To keep the amount
of variation equal on both ends, we selected 0.8 Hz for the slow
EM condition and 1.2 Hz for the fast EM condition. Study 2 tested
whether the WM load of EM interacts with the image vividness of
a negative memory.

STUDY 2: INTERACTION BETWEEN SPEED OF EM AND
IMAGE VIVIDNESS
METHODS

Participants

We recruited 92 undergraduate students through advertisements
at the Utrecht University and the University of Applied Sciences
(Hogeschool Utrecht). Exclusion criteria were knowledge about
EMDR, prior participation in an experiment from our laboratory that required participants to recall memories, or medication use that may affect concentration, such as benzodiazepines.
We excluded 20 students based on these exclusion criteria. The
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Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. After providing written informed consent, participants were interviewed by
the experimenter (see below). Participants selected three negative
memories following the procedure used by van den Hout et al. (5).
Next, in line with the Dutch EMDR standard protocol (19), they
selected a target image of each memory. During the second half of
the experiment, participants were seated behind a computer with
a screen resolution of 1280 × 1024 at a distance of about 45 cm.
OpenSesame 2.8.3 (18) was used to present stimuli.
Memory selection

During the first half of the experiment, participants selected three
negative memories that were at least 1 week old and still evoked
relevant feelings (i.e., fear/anxiety/sadness). Participants in the
highly vivid memories group were instructed to select three negative “memories that are very clear and detailed,” and participants
in the less vivid memories group were instructed to select three
negative “memories that are relatively vague and low on details.” If
participants found it difficult to select memories, the experimenter
presented a list of examples (e.g., eye-witness of a traffic-accident,
a job rejection, an argument with a family member), and stressed
that vividness of memories is subjective, so the example memories
were merely given to stimulate the selecting process. Participants
wrote down the content of each memory on a card and indicated
the vividness (with 0 not at all vivid to 100 very vivid) and emotionality (0 not at all unpleasant to 100 very unpleasant ) of each
memory. The experimenter checked if these ratings were within
the intended range, which was 70–100 for vividness in the highly
vivid memories group, 30–60 for vividness in the less vivid memories group, and 50–90 for emotionality in both groups. If it was not,
the experimenter asked the participants to select another memory.
Memories were ranked based on vividness ratings (1 = most vivid,
3 = least vivid, 2 = in between). The order of the target image selection, as well as the order of the conditions, was counterbalanced
based on this ranking.
Target image selection

Next, the experimenter asked the participants to describe the
memory in global story lines. Then, the experimenter asked the
participant to identify the worst moment of this memory and
describe this moment as a still image (i.e., “target image”). The
participants assigned a descriptive, relatively neutral label to each
target image, to act as a cue during the experiment.
Experiment

Then, the participants performed a pre-test, an intervention phase,
and a post-test for each condition. In the pre-test, participants
recalled their target image for 10 s and gave ratings of emotional
valence, vividness, and difficulty of retrieving the target image
on the VAS (ranging from 0 not at all unpleasant/vivid/difficult to
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15

10
Difference scores

100 very unpleasant/vivid/difficult ). In the intervention phase, they
recalled their target image six times for 24 s, with 10 s rest periods
in between. Each rest period ended with a 2 s instruction to recall
the target image again. In each EM condition, participants held
their head still and looked at a horizontally moving white dot (20
pixel) on a black screen. The dot had a movement amplitude of
461 pixel, and a speed of 0.8 Hz in the slow EM condition and
1.2 Hz in the fast EM condition. In the RO condition, participants
recalled the target image and looked at the black screen. If participants moved their head or eyes incorrectly, the experimenter
briefly repeated the instructions. The post-test was immediately
after the intervention. In the post-test, participants again brought
the target image to mind for a 10 s period and rated the same VAS.

Speed matters in memory modification
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Manipulation check

During memory selection, all participants managed to select three
memories that matched the vividness criteria. However, a manipulation check based on the vividness ratings in the pre-test indicated
that only 33 participants (45.8%) had three target images within
the vividness range of their condition. For the less vivid memories
group, vividness scores during the memory selection were significantly lower (M = 50.31, SD = 6.07) compared to the pre-test
ratings of the target image [M = 63.64, SD = 13.05; t (35) = -5.82,
p < 0.001]. For the highly vivid memories group, vividness scores
during memory selection and the pre-test did not differ from each
other (M selection = 79.85, SD = 5.24; M pre-test = 79.67, SD = 8.13,
p = 0.91). Because our manipulation check indicated that target image vividness did not match the intended group criteria
(highly vivid memories vs. less vivid memories), we analyzed the
data on the memory level instead of on the participant (group)
level.
Analysis strategy

Memories were nested within participants. Therefore, we analyzed
the data with multilevel modeling using three levels: 432 repeated
measures (level 1) of 216 memories (level 2), nested within 72
participants (level 3). We conducted the analyses with Hierarchical Linear and Non-linear Modeling, version 6 [HLM6, Ref. (20)].
For our first hypothesis that EM would decrease emotionality
and vividness, and increase the difficulty of retrieving the memory image more than RO, we analyzed emotionality, vividness,
and difficulty over time between the conditions. Figure 3 shows
the mean difference scores (post-test minus pre-test) and SEs
of all three conditions on emotionality, vividness, and difficulty.
Table 1 shows the fixed and random parts of the same multilevel
model applied to each outcome measure. Condition was coded
as dummy variable, with RO as reference condition. Therefore,
the variable RO_slowEM indicated the difference between RO and
the slow EM condition, and RO_fastEM indicated the difference
between RO and the fast EM condition. The mixed equation for
each model was: outcome variableijk = β00 + β10 (time)ijk + β01
(RO_slowEM )jk + β02 (RO_fastEM )jk, + β11 [(RO_slowEM )ijk ×
(time)ijk ] + β12 [(RO_fastEM )ijk × (time)ijk ] + v 0k + u 0jk + u 1jk
(i = time, j = memory, k = person).
The second hypothesis was that highly vivid memory images
benefit more from fast EM than slow EM during recall, and
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Fast EM

Slow EM

RO

FIGURE 3 | Mean difference scores (post-test minus pre-test) and SEs
of fast EM, slow EM, and RO on emotionality, vividness, and difficulty.

Table 1 | Fixed and random parts of Model 1 (emotionality over time
between conditions), Model 2 (vividness over time between
conditions), and Model 3 (difficulty over time between conditions).
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Emotionality

Vividness

Difficulty

β

β

SE

SE

β

SE

FIXED PART
Intercept

β00

72.59* 1.54

RO_slowEM

β01

−2.31

1.87

−1.94

2.18

0.28

RO_fastEM

β02

1.46

1.87

−1.17

2.18

−2.47

3.02

Time

β10

−1.57

1.63

−0.28

1.92

−1.57

2.54

2.32

−3.91

2.72

4.83

3.60

RO_slowEM

β11

−3.28

RO_fastEM

β12

−8.16* 2.32

72.69* 1.97

−8.63* 2.72

40.17* 2.88
3.02

12.04* 3.60

RANDOM PART
σv2 0k

45.99*

107.67*

267.98*

2
σu0jk

125.74*

171.10*

328.41*

2
σu1jk

Deviance

193.09*
3457.23

265.42*
3567.08

467.83*
3819.20

In all models, RO was the reference condition.
*p < 0.05.

less vivid memory images benefit more from slow EM than fast
EM during recall. To test the difference between slow and fast
EM, we used slow EM as reference condition. Accordingly, the
dummy slowEM_RO indicated the difference between slow EM
and RO, and the dummy slowEM_fastEM indicated the difference
between slow EM and fast EM. To observe the three-way interaction between pre-test vividness, condition and time, interaction
variables between the centered pre-test vividness variable and the
dummy condition variables were added as predictor for the intercept at the second level and as predictor for the slope of time
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at the first level (Model 4). Support for the hypothesis should
materialize as a significant negative coefficient in predicting the
slope of time for the variable pre-test vividness × slowEM_fastEM :
the higher the vividness of the target image at pre-test, the more
decrease in emotionality for the fast EM condition compared
to the slow EM condition. Likewise, the lower the vividness
of the target image at pre-test, the less decrease in emotionality for the fast EM condition when compared to the slow EM
condition.
The mean pre-score vividness was 71.66 with a pile-up of scores
on the right of the distribution (range 30.75–98.63, SD = 16.82,
N = 216, z skewness = −3.68, z kurtosis = −1.39). To establish that
there was no detrimental effect of the skewed distribution on
the analyses, the distribution of errors of the second and third
level were inspected for the final models. No abnormalities were
detected.
Emotionality over time between conditions

Memories in the RO condition were stable in emotionality over
time, β10 = −1.57, p = 0.340. Contrary to expectations, memories in slow EM did not decrease emotionality when compared
to RO, β11 = −3.28, p = 0.158. However, fast EM did result in a
larger decrease of emotionality over time than RO, β12 = −8.16;
t (213) = −3.52, p = 0.001: post-test scores were lower (predicted
mean = 65.89) than pre-test scores (predicted mean = 74.04).
Next, to test whether the fast EM condition differed from the slow
EM condition, we analyzed the same model with slow EM as reference condition. This revealed that fast EM led to larger decreases
in emotionality than did slow EM, β12 = −4.87; t (213) = −2.10,
p = 0.04. This means that fast EM were superior to both RO
and slow EM in decreasing the emotional intensity of memory
images. Finally, Table 1 (Model 1) summarizes the random components of the model. Emotionality ratings
 of the memories varied
2
significantly across participants σv0k
, across memories within


2
participants σu0jk
, and across time within memories within


2
participants σu1jk
, ps < 0.001.

Speed matters in memory modification

Difficulty over time between conditions

Likewise, the same pattern between the conditions was found
for the difficulty of retrieving the target image. Memories in RO
showed a stable score over time, β10 = −1.57, p = 0.539, slow EM
did not increase difficulty more than RO, β11 = 4.83, p = 0.182,
but fast EM did increase difficulty recalling the memory compared to RO, β12 = 12.04; t (213) = 3.34, p = 0.001: post-test scores
were higher (predicted mean = 49.74) than pre-test scores (predicted mean = 37.70; Model 3, Table 1). A re-run of the model
with slow EM as reference condition revealed that fast EM led
to larger increases in difficulty than did slow EM, β12 = −4.83;
t (213) = 2.00, p = 0.046. So, fast EM caused more difficulty in
retrieving the memory image after intervention than both RO
and slow EM. Again, difficulty ratings varied significantly
 across


2
2
participants σv0k
, across memories within participants σu0jk
,


2
and across time within memories within participants σu1jk
,
ps < 0.001.
Interaction between pre-test vividness, condition, and emotionality
over time

Model 4 revealed that the coefficient of pre-test vividness × slowEM_fastEM in predicting the slope for time was −0.14
(SE = 0.14) and not significant, t (210) = −1.05, p = 0.297. So,
inconsistent with our predictions, pre-test vividness did not
interact with condition on changes in emotionality ratings.

Similar to the differences between conditions on emotionality, memories in RO showed stable vividness ratings over time,
β10 = −0.28, p = 0.885, memories in slow EM did not decrease
vividness compared to RO, β11 = −3.91, p = 0.151, while memories in fast EM yielded a significant difference compared to
RO, β12 = −8.63; t (213) = −3.18, p = 0.002: post-test scores were
lower (predicted mean = 62.89) than pre-test scores (predicted
mean = 71.52; Model 2, Table 1). A re-run of the model with
slow EM as reference condition revealed that fast EM showed a
non-significant trend toward larger decreases in vividness ratings,
β12 = −4.72; t (213) = −1.74, p = 0.083. So, it seems that memory
images that were recalled while making fast EM decreased more
in vividness than images that were recalled while making slow EM
or were only recalled without dual task. Vividness ratings
 of the
2
memories varied significantly across participants σv0k
, across


2
memories within participants σu0jk , and across time within


2
memories within participants σu1jk
, ps < 0.001.

DISCUSSION
This study aimed to examine whether WM load of a dual-task
carried out during memory image recall interacts with WM
load of that memory on reducing its emotional intensity. We
found a consistent pattern for all outcome measures: high WM
taxation (recall + fast EM) was superior to low WM taxation
(recall + slow EM) and no WM taxation (recall only; RO), and
the effects of low taxation felt consistently in between the effects
of high taxation and RO, but only differed significantly from
high taxation. High WM taxation during recall produced memory images that were less vivid, less emotional, and were more
difficult to retrieve after the intervention. This is in line with
WM theory: the more taxing a dual-task is, the more a memory image degrades. Crucially, image vividness did not interact
with condition (high taxation vs. low taxation) with regard to the
decrease of emotionality over time. Thus highly vivid and less
vivid images showed the same responsiveness to dual-task manipulation: both images benefited the most from high WM taxation
during recall.
The finding that recall + dual WM taxing reduced memory
image vividness and emotionality, compared to RO, is in line with
a large body of experiments [see Ref. (8), for an overview]. More
specifically, this study replicated the findings of Maxfield et al. [Ref.
(7); experiment 2], who also found that fast EM (1.25 Hz) yielded
stronger reductions in memory image vividness and emotional
intensity than slow EM (1.0 Hz) and no EM. They contributed
this difference in effects to presumed variation in WM taxation,
but did not experimentally assess the WM taxation of both EM
tasks. We extended their design and used RT methods to select two
speeds of EM that significantly differed in WM taxation (study 1).
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We found the same superiority effects of fast EM compared to slow
EM on image vividness and emotional intensity. Furthermore, we
measured the difficulty of retrieving the memory image before
and after the intervention and found that the higher the WM
taxation, the more difficult it was to retrieve the memory image
after intervention. Together these studies provide strong evidence
for the WM theory in explaining the effectiveness of dual-task
manipulation on memory modification. Low WM taxation produced memory effects in the same direction as high WM taxation;
however, only high WM taxation was effective enough to produce
memory effects that differed significantly from a control condition
after a short intervention (6 × 24 s).
The superiority of the 1.25 Hz condition over the 1.0 Hz condition in the study of Maxfield et al. (7) suggests a linear relationship:
higher WM taxing results in larger memory effects than lower WM
taxing. However, according to the inverted U-curve hypothesis (6),
strongest effects are found when competition between memory
recall and the dual-task use approximately the same amount of
WM resources. Too little taxation of the dual task will leave too
many resources available for vivid memory recall and its accompanying emotions, while too much taxation of the dual task prevents
the memory from being recalled. In a recent study, an inverted Ucurve pattern was observed for emotionality, but not for vividness
(13). In the current study, we examined whether the EM intervention would be more effective if the load of the dual task is matched
with the load of the memory. We hypothesized that highly vivid
memory images would benefit more from fast EM than from slow
EM, and less vivid memory images would benefit more from slow
EM than from fast EM. Contrary to these hypotheses, there were no
interactions between image vividness and dual task WM taxation.
Several explanations will be discussed.
First, it could be argued that slow EM were not sufficiently
demanding and did not trigger the hypothetical threshold of the
inverted U-curve. However, results of study 1 showed that slow
EM tax WM more than no EM. Furthermore, EM with a speed
of 0.8 Hz had comparable WM taxation as EM with a speed
of 1.0 Hz. Because of these results, and because many laboratory studies have found memory effects with 1.0 Hz, which can
be considered the “standard speed” (4), the argument that slow
EM were not taxing enough seems not plausible. The fact that
in study 2 slow EM was attended by effects on memory that
were in the same direction as fast EM could indicate a dosage
effect: the more cognitive demanding a dual task, the larger the
memory effects. It could be hypothesized that an extended duration (e.g., more sets of recall + EM) would lead to a difference
between slow EM and RO. For example, Leer et al. (21) found
that eight sets of recall with EM, compared to RO, caused a
decrease in emotionality at a 24 h follow-up test, while four sets
did not.
There may be a second explanation for the absence of an interaction effect between dual task load condition and image vividness.
Possibly, image vividness does not influence the amount of WM
load. In the present study, WM load of the memory image itself was
not measured. However, the relation between WM and vividness
of imagery was examined in series of experiments with dual task
manipulations by Baddeley and Andrade (16). It was concluded
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that vividness of imagery reflects the richness of representation
in WM. Moreover, more recent evidence indicates that emotional
memories tax WM to a greater extent than neutral memories [Ref.
(22); see Discussion]. Based on these previous studies, it seems
justified to presume that image vividness affects the degree of WM
taxation. In order to fully clarify this issue, it would be interesting to have participants recall images with a wide variation of
vividness while performing a simple RT task. This would enable
us to measure the cognitive demanding qualities of the memory
image.
Alternatively, because WM load of the dual task did not interact
with WM load of the memory image, one may question whether
individuals are actually able to hold a memory image in mind
while performing a dual task. The WM account is derived from the
WM theory by Baddeley and Hitch (23) in which three memory
components are described: an attentional control system (central executive) and two slave storage systems (visuospatial sketch
path and phonological loop). Later, Baddeley and Andrade (16)
added a fourth component: the episodic buffer, which is a limitedcapacity temporary storage system that allows integration from
both the slave systems with material from long-term memory. The
central executive is thought to control the retrieval and modification of information that is temporally stored in the episodic
buffer. The central executive may therefore influence the content of information, by directing attention to a specific source:
the slave systems or long-term memory. Based on this model,
it seems likely that during a dual-task manipulation, the central executive is involved in attending to both tasks, while the
temporal storage and integration of information takes place in
the episodic buffer. During dual-task manipulation in our study,
information is retrieved from long-term memory and maintains
active in the episodic buffer. This process of constant reactivation to maintain an image active requires much effort [see Ref.
(24)]. A crucial question is whether performing EM interferes
with the memory material due to integration of both tasks in
the episodic buffer or whether division of attention between the
two tasks by the central executive inhibits the memory material
to be fully activated. If the former is true, then maximizing the
complexity of a cognitive demanding task may leave almost no
resources available for active recall of material from long-term
memory and therefore there will be little interference. If the latter
is true, then maximizing the complexity of a cognitive demanding
task may lead to memory retrieval strategies, such as rapid shifting
between tasks, which could lead to partial exposure to the memory and result in devaluation of the memory. More fundamental
studies are needed to investigate these hypotheses about the cognitive processes that underlie the effects of dual task procedures
on emotional memories.
Finally, there were some short-comings of the current study.
First, we selected memories high or low in vividness, but the
image vividness changed during the experiment prior to the intervention. This may have resulted in unreliable conditions. That
is, selecting the target image seemed to inflate its vividness. We
therefore analyzed the data on the memory level instead of on
the person level and used multilevel modeling to correct for the
assumption violation of independent data. A strength of multilevel
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modeling is that it allowed the use of vividness as a continuous predictor, and therefore provides more detailed information than a
dichotomous division in target image vividness. Second, the general ability to use mental imagery was not measured. Individual
differences in imagery may influence the effectivity of dual task
manipulation. Future studies could test this influence through
assessment of the ability to use mental imagery with the Spontaneous Use of Imagery Scale [SUIS; Ref. (25)] or, more specified
to visual imagery, the revised version of the Vividness of Visual
Imagery Questionnaire [VVIQ-2; Ref. (26)]. Third, vividness and
emotionality ratings were based on subjective ratings. Psychophysiological measures could be used as objective indicator of memory
emotionality [e.g., Ref. (12, 27, Kearns & Engelhard, Submitted)].
Fourth, the current study did not use standardized compliance
measures: we manipulated the speed of the dot moving from
left to right and corrected the participant if they did not follow
the dot properly, but we did not test the actual speed of participants’ EM. Using electro-oculogram analysis might help here.
Finally, we only analyzed the immediate influence of dual-task
manipulation on memory modification. Research has yet to determine whether memory modification effects are maintained over
time (21).
In sum, we found consistent effect patterns that are in
line with WM theory: the more cognitively demanding the
dual task, the more an aversive memory image can be modified, in that these images become less emotional, less vivid,
and more difficult to retrieve. In our study, WM load of the
memory – operationalized by image vividness – did not interact with the WM load of the dual task. Therefore, we found
no evidence for the inverted U-curve hypothesis proposed by
Gunter and Bodner (6). Further research is needed to critically test whether the inverted U-curve hypothesis does occur
for other intra-individual variables, such as differences in WM
capacity. Unraveling the complexities of WM theory may provide a better idea of how titration between the recalled memory image and the WM load of the dual task may be optimized.
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